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illegal immigration across the united states-
mexico border has increased substantially
in recent years, in response to u.s. policies,

mexican enforcement, and the 2014
appointment of a pro-enforcement united
states secretary of state. many of these

immigrants, including asylum seekers, are
children and families from central america

and many of them are seeking safer
options of staying in the united states.

furthermore, threats of the trump
administration to limit the number of
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refugees allowed to enter the united states
provide a grim example of the current

environment. the obama administration
and advocacy groups like the center for

american progress (cap) and the national
immigrant justice center (nijc) supported
the 2014 “daca” policy of deferred action

for childhood arrivals (daca), which
protects unauthorized immigrants brought

to the united states as children from
deportation and lets them apply for work
permits and enroll in two-year renewable

two-year work permits. daca status is valid
for recipients until their 16th birthday.

thus, the vast majority of daca
beneficiaries (three-fourths) will receive
daca status until their 18th birthday. the

daca policy applies to approximately
800,000 unauthorized immigrants, who are
known as dreamers, who are currently in
the united states. approximately 300,000

of the daca beneficiaries are in texas.
students at the university of central
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arkansas (uca) and arkansas state
university (asu) can now prepare to attend

high school in chicago. the institutions
have formed a partnership to form the

north arkansas regional school, a public
charter school for 7th through 12th grade
students. it will be a school with a national
focus, providing academic and enrichment

opportunities, allowing students to earn
high school diplomas, college credits and
college credit, and preparing students for

advanced study in college or a career after
high school.
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advanced study in college or a career after
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